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Zipper Pull - English

“World of Goals” Zipper Pulls 
Ready, Get Set, Stretch your Goal!

Girls will learn how to set and reach “stretch” goals when they use elastic to make this 
“blinged-out” goal zipper pull!  Great for hanging from backpacks and purses too!   
 

Large and Small group variations  
This activity can be adjusted to work well with both 
large or small groups.  
For large group events, or to speed up this activity, 
keep the decorating simple (markers only).  If you 
have just a little more time, allow girls to embellish 
zipper pulls with gems and glue.
For smaller groups or to engage girls for a longer 
period of time, allow girls to learn or practice sewing 
skills by sewing on a fabric embellishment.

One of the most important lessons you can teach a girl is how to set a challenging goal and reach 
it.  Inspire girls to set “stretch goals” with this zipper pull craft.  Then encourage them to hook it on 
their coat zipper, back pack or purse as a constant reminder to keep “reaching for the stars” until they 
achieve their commitments and beyond.  Keep it simple with elastic, markers, gems, glue and lanyard 
clips, or turn it into an opportunity to teach simple hand sewing skills with a button or fabric embel-
lishment.  

Supplies (per girl):
   �   One 6” piece of 1/4” wide  white elastic 
   �   One 3/4” lanyard clip 
          Buy small quantities at craft stores.
          Buy large quantities in bulk online for much cheaper. 
          (a paper clip can be substituted if desired)
   �   Colorful permanent markers to color elastic
   �   Black ball point pen 
   �   Ruler 
   �   Paper    
   �   (Optional) craft gems or other decorating supplies
           (Two 1/4”D  gems, with or without adhesive backing )
   �   (Optional) glue if needed for non-adhesive craft gems 
   �   (Optional) fabric embellishments or buttons along
           with needle and thread (if you choose to use this craft
           as an opportunituy to teach basic sewing skills).
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   �   Provide each girl with one set of supplies and a ruler
   �   Ask each girl to write down on the paper how many cookies they plan to 
sell this season.  Next ask each girl to measure her elastic.  It should be 6” 
long.  
  �  Now ask the girls if the elastic can be made longer?  (The answer should 
be “yes” - when you stretch the elastic, it will become longer).  Now ask the 
girls to work together to stretch out their piece of elastic and measure it.  It 
should be longer than 6”.  
  �  Suggest to girls that their cookie goal is like the piece of elastic.  If they 
“stretch” their goal, they will sell more cookies and be able to acheive more 
with their cookie proceeds.  For example, ask the girls if they were to knock 
on 5 more doors, work 2 more cookie booths and call 3 more people, would 
they be able to sell more cookies?  
  �  Now ask them to consider setting a new goal to write on their zipper pull. 
   �   Demonstrate how to secure the piece of elastic to the lanyard clip.
           A.  Fold the elastic piece in half
           B.  Thread the looped end through the bottom of 
                  the lanyard clip. 
           C.  Make a slip knot by threading the two loose 
                  ends back through the loop
           D.  Pull ends until tight to secure to lanyard clip
   �   E.  Invite girls to color the elastic with permanent markers.  Suggest that 
they can use a different color for each length.
   �   E. Use ball point pens to write the words “My Cookie Goal” on one length, 
and to write their number goal on the other length.   Be sure to leave a little 
space at the tip of each length for a little “bling”! 
TIP: If you are using fabric embellishments, girls may wish to write their 
number goal on the fabric shape instead of on the elastic piece.
   �   E.  Provide girls with two decorative gems to stick or glue to the tips of 
the elastic.  (Optional) Sew a fabric embellishment or button onto one side.
   �   Invite girls to clip their goal reminders to their coats, back packs or 
purses as a visual reminder to “Go for the Goal”!
 

Instructions:   
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

“World of Goals” Zipper Pulls (continued)


